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Abstract—Polymer multilayer optical interconnections have
gained interest over the past few years in view of their ability to
increase the integration density, increase the routing flexibility,
and make full use of the characteristics of 2-D optoelectronic
elements. The alignment between the functional elements in the
different optical layers has to be sufficiently accurate in ensuring
a high overall efficiency of the system. Numerical simulations have
been used as a tool to determine whether laser ablation can be
used as an alternative technology for the structuring of the func-
tional elements of optical interconnections into a polymer optical
layer. The experimentally achievable alignment accuracies are
compared to tolerance ranges for an excess loss ≤ 1 dB obtained
from the numerical study. The experimental achievements show
that the alignment accuracies fall within the numerical tolerance
ranges and have a good reproducibility. Experimental realizations
of a two-layer multimode waveguide and inter- and out-of-plane-
coupling structures are discussed and shown.

Index Terms—Alignment tolerance, coupling structures,
laser ablation, micromirrors, nonsequential ray tracing, optical
interconnections.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE INTRODUCTION of optical interconnections to the
board level has been proposed for high-performance appli-

cations where high speed and interconnection densities are an
issue. The main reason is the fact that optical interconnections
offer an inherently high bandwidth and do not suffer from
frequency-dependent loss and electromagnetic interference/
compatibility problems as opposed to electrical interconnec-
tions where these problems lead to a significant bandwidth limi-
tation at high frequencies [1]. The use of a hybrid electrooptical
board, which contains optical interconnections for the high-
speed/bandwidth data transfer and electrical interconnects for
the remaining ones, could overcome this problem [2].
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The integration of the optical interconnects to the board level
can be achieved with the use of a polymer optical layer [3],
which contains multimode optical waveguides and other pas-
sive optical elements. The material used for the optical layer
and the used microstructuring technology have to be compatible
with the standard printed circuit board (PCB) manufacturing
and soldering processes. This requirement needs to be fulfilled
in order to come to a cost-effective solution that can be adopted
by the industry on a reasonable timescale [4], [5].

The interest in multilayer optical structures [6], [7], which
consist of a stack of optical layers, is growing, in view of
its ability to increase the integration density. In addition, the
routing of the optical signals can be simplified, making full
use of the 2-D characteristics of 2-D optoelectronic elements
such as vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser and photodetector
arrays. It is believed that two optical layers will be sufficient
in fulfilling the upcoming demands concerning bandwidth and
transfer speed [6]. It should however be noted that the complex-
ity of the structure increases with each additional optical layer.

The two-layer optical structure that is being studied is briefly
discussed in the next section. The alignment accuracy between
the optical elements in the different layers requires special
attention in view of the impact on the overall efficiency of
the system. The multimode optical waveguides typically have a
propagation loss around 0.1 dB/cm and cover distances ranging
from a couple of centimeters to 1 m. In order to keep the
power budget as low as possible, the efficiency of each coupling
element should be within a ±1-dB tolerance range with respect
to the optimal value, specially when complex routing schemes
are considered. We study the use of laser ablation [8] as an
alternative microstructuring technology that can be used for the
structuring of the functional elements of an optical interconnec-
tion into a polymer optical layer. Numerical simulations have
been used as a tool to investigate whether the experimentally
achievable alignment accuracies in a two-layer optical structure
are within the required tolerance ranges.

II. TWO-LAYER OPTICAL INTERCONNECTION

Two different photopatternable materials, which are the
Truemode Backplane polymer [9] and the Ormocer [10], are
used for the optical layer. Both are commercially available and
show excellent optical and thermal properties at the targeted
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wavelength of 850 nm. Both materials are compatible with
standard PCB manufacturing and soldering processes and have
a very good adhesion to the PCB.

Each optical layer is built up as a cladding-core-cladding
stack, where the cladding material has a slightly lower refrac-
tive index than the core material. This way, the light can be
trapped into the core layer through total internal reflection. The
optical layer contains multimode optical waveguides, which
are used to guide the light in the plane of the optical layer.
The waveguides have a cross section of 50 µm × 50 µm, are
highly multimodal, and are mainly chosen because of the more
relaxed alignment tolerances. The waveguide core features are
defined into the core layer with the use of photolithography for
the Ormocer and laser ablation for the Truemode material. The
Ormocer waveguides are patterned into the core layer by UV
exposure through a suitable mask and a subsequent develop-
ment and curing step. The top cladding layer is spincoated and
cured in the next step.

In the case where laser ablation is used, the material is re-
moved on both sides of the resulting waveguide core, after
which the top cladding layer is spincoated and cured [11]. Laser
ablation is a flexible microstructuring technology that is fully
compatible with the standard PCB manufacturing and soldering
processes and is already used for the drilling of microvias into
high-density electrical boards. This compatibility is one of the
main reasons we want in exploring the use of laser ablation as
an alternative technology for the patterning of the optical layer,
which is integrated on the PCB. During the processing, the
sample is placed on a computer-controlled translation stage.
The length of the ablated waveguides is only limited by
the maximum board size that can be handled by the trans-
lation stage.

Metallized 45◦ micromirrors are used to deflect the light
beam over 90◦. Different technologies can be used for the
fabrication of these mirrors [12], [13], but the integration
into the standard PCB manufacturing processes is not always
straightforward. The fabrication of the micromirror using laser
ablation requires three processing steps. The 45◦ mirror facet
is ablated into the optical layer and is Au coated in the next
step. The ablated cavity is finally filled with cladding material.
The entire process flow is shown in Fig. 1. The core and
cladding layers have a thickness of 50 µm; the top width of
the ablated cavity is typically 100 µm. Some light will be
reflected at the core-cladding interface prior to reaching the
metallized 45◦ facet because of the filling of the ablated trench
with cladding material. Because of the tapering that occurs
during the ablation, the slope of the core-cladding interface is
approximately 20◦ steeper than the 45◦ metallized facet.

In the two-layer structure that is being studied here, both
layers contain multimode optical waveguides and metallized
micromirrors. The alignment between waveguides and mirrors
in the top and the bottom optical layers has to be accurate
enough to guarantee a high coupling efficiency. The alignment
between the elements in the top and the bottom optical layers
is ensured with the help of Au alignment marks. The com-
parison between the experimental results and the results from
the numerical alignment tolerance study is given in the next
section.

Fig. 1. Fabrication process of metallized 45◦ micromirror. (a) Ablation 45◦

facet. (b) Ti/Au coating of facet. (c) Filling of ablated area with cladding
material.

III. COMPARISON BETWEEN NUMERICAL AND

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

ASAP 2005 V2R2 (Breault Research) is used to carry out
the simulations. In view of the highly multimodal character of
the considered structures, nonsequential ray tracing is used [5].
Fresnel losses at the different interfaces are taken into account,
but the scattering losses caused by the surface roughness of the
ablated structures are not included. The simulations are carried
out with the technical parameters given in Table I. Light with a
wavelength of 850 nm is coupled into the polymer multimode
waveguide, which is either patterned into the Truemode or
Ormocer optical layer. The numerical aperture (NA) of mul-
timode waveguides is 0.3 for the Truemode and 0.2 for the
Ormocer material. The waveguides have a cross section of
50 µm × 50 µm and a length of 10 cm, in order to obtain a
sufficient degree of mode scrambling. The distance between
the input fiber and the input facet and the output facet and the
optical receiver is 10 µm.

A. Ablated Waveguides and Micromirrors

KrF excimer laser (248 nm) is used for the ablation of
the Truemode multimode waveguides and the 45◦ facets of
the micromirrors. Polymer materials typically show a high
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TABLE I
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS USED FOR THE SIMULATIONS

Fig. 2. Cross section of an array of laser ablated waveguides in Truemode.

absorption in the UV region, which allows for a clean ablation
with low deposition of debris. During the processing, the sam-
ple is placed on a computer-controlled translation stage, which
has an accuracy of 1 µm. The laser beam can be tilted with
respect to the sample, which eases the structuring of angled
features considerably. The sample can thus stay horizontally on
the translation stage during the ablation of the mirrors.

There is always a certain degree of tapering during the
ablation. This tapering is responsible for the slightly trapezoidal
cross section of the ablated waveguides, as shown in Fig. 2.
Simulations show that this trapezoidal form has a very limited
influence on the performance of the waveguide in case the angle
between the actual sidewall and the straight sidewall is smaller
than 25◦, as is the case for the ablated waveguides. The root-
mean-square (rms) surface roughness of the waveguide side
walls has been measured with a noncontact optical profiler
(Wyko NT3000) and has an average value of 35 nm on a scan
area of 46 µm × 109 µm. The waveguides have a propagation
loss of 0.12 dB/cm at 850 nm [11].

The KrF excimer laser beam is tilted under a suitable angle
for the ablation of the 45◦ facet, taking into account the tapering
angle. The Au coating is evaporated only onto the 45◦ facet
by covering the sample with a suitable mask and placing it
under a 45◦ angle in the vacuum chamber. The 45◦ facet has an
average rms surface roughness of 60 nm for the Truemode and
70 nm for the Ormocer material, measured over a scan area of
46 µm × 109 µm. The angle accuracy of the facet is determined
by the tilt angle of the laser beam and has been controlled
with a contact stylus profiler (Dektak) [14]. The angle of the
facet is highly reproducible and has an average deviation of
±1◦. Simulations on the influence of the facet angle on the
coupling efficiency show us that an angle deviation of ±2◦ has a
neglectable influence on the performance of the mirror, mainly
because of the presence of the highly reflective Au coating. The
cross section of a metallized 45◦ micromirror is given in Fig. 3.
The top width of the filled cavity is typically 100 µm; the angle
of the core-cladding interface is typically 65◦ with respect to
the plane of the optical waveguides.

Fig. 3. Cross section of a metallized 45◦ micromirror in Truemode.

Fig. 4. Misalignment along the x-axis of the bottom waveguide with respect
to the top waveguide in a two-layer waveguide structure.

Fig. 5. Alignment tolerance along the x-axis for the bottom waveguide in a
two-layer waveguide structure in Truemode material for the case of a flat and
Multimode Optical Fiber (MMF) detector.

B. Two-Layer Waveguide Structure

The tolerance for a misalignment of the bottom waveguide
in a two-layer waveguide structure has been simulated by
shifting the bottom waveguide along the x-axis. The light
signal is coupled out of the plane of the optical layer using
a metallized micromirror and is then detected by either a flat
isotropic detector or a multimode optical fiber (MMF) detector.
Fig. 4 schematically shows the cross section of a two-layer
waveguide structure where the bottom waveguide is misaligned
with respect to the top waveguide. The cladding layer between
the two waveguide cores has a thickness of 100 µm. The
propagation direction through the waveguides is along the
z-axis, perpendicular to the xy-plane as defined in the figure.
The alignment tolerance curves are given in Fig. 5. From these
curves, we can conclude that the alignment tolerance range for
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Fig. 6. Two-layer optical waveguide structure ablated in Truemode material.
The waveguides have a cross section of 50 µm × 50 µm and are positioned on
a pitch of 125 µm.

an excess loss ≤ 1 dB is [−10 µm, 10 µm] for both detector
and material types.

For the experimental realization, the alignment between the
waveguides is done with the help of the Au alignment marks,
which are evaporated on top of a planarization layer on the
FR4 substrate. The planarization layer is used in compensating
for the deformations of the FR4 substrate. The camera of the
ablation setup is tilted with respect to the surface of the sample,
causing a certain horizontal shift over the sample surface when
the focus is moved from the alignment crosses, which are
marked on a lower lying layer, to the top layer, which is
going to be structured. The shift is however limited to one
direction, so by ablating an alignment pulse on the top layer at a
predefined distance from the alignment cross and then rotating
the substrate over 90◦, the shift over the sample surface can be
compensated.

The cross section of a two-layer waveguide structure ablated
in Truemode is given in Fig. 6. The alignment accuracy is
≤ 5 µm, which is measured by SEM and optical microscopy.
Multiple experiments have been carried out and confirm the
good reproducibility. In the case where Ormocer materials
are used, the definition of the waveguides is done photolitho-
graphically. The alignment accuracy is then determined by the
alignment accuracy of the mask-aligner setup that is being used,
which is typically 5 to 10 µm.

C. Out-of-Plane Turning Mirrors

The studied structure is shown in Fig. 7. The pitch between
the outcoupled spots is 250 µm, in accordance with the pitch
of the optical source or detector array. The light is coupled
out of the plane of the optical layer using metallized 45◦ mi-
cromirrors toward a detector array. The size of the flat detector
is chosen in accordance with components available at our lab.
In this way, we can do experiments in the future and compare
them to the simulation results.

The alignment tolerance curve along the z-axis for both
top and bottom mirrors has been simulated by shifting the
concerned mirror around its ideal position, where there is no
misalignment. The alignment tolerance range gives the accept-
able misalignment for an excess loss ≤ 1 dB. The alignment
tolerance curve for a misalignment along the z-axis of the
bottom and the top mirrors in Truemode for the case of a flat de-
tector is given in Fig. 8. The curves are not symmetrical around
the theoretically ideal position. This is caused by the buildup
of the micromirror, where the light beam has to pass the tilted
core-cladding interface prior to reaching the metallized facet.

Fig. 7. Two-layer out-of-plane turning structure.

Fig. 8. Alignment tolerance curve of the top and the bottom mirrors in
Truemode for a misalignment along z for the case of the flat detector.

Fig. 9. Cross section of a two-layer out-of-plane turning-mirror structure in
Ormocer. The darker color in the picture is caused by the manual polishing
process used to make the cross section.

The spot coupled out at the bottom mirror, however, has spread
over a larger distance than the top mirror; the tolerance ranges
are therefore not identical. The alignment tolerances ranges are
[−30 µm, 35 µm] for the bottom and [−35 µm, 30 µm] for the
top mirror. The tolerance ranges are identical for both studied
materials.

The optical power that is captured by the MMF detector
is determined by its NA, and for this reason, the maximum
coupling efficiency is lower than for the flat detector. The
simulated tolerance range is [−40 µm, 40 µm] for the bottom
and [−40 µm, 35 µm] for the top mirror. The apparently more
relaxed tolerance range is due to the step-index definition of the
MMF detector leading to the existence of rays propagating in
the fiber cladding.

Fig. 9 shows the cross section of a two-layer out-of-plane
turning-mirror structure ablated in Ormocer, where the outcou-
pled spots are separated by 250 µm. The core layers have a
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thickness of 50 µm; the cladding between the two core layers
has a thickness of 100 µm. The 45◦ facets are in this case
not metallized, because this requires extra processing steps,
which are not necessary to check the achievable alignment
accuracy. The alignment procedure used here is similar to the
one used for the two-layer waveguide structure. The alignment
accuracy of the pitch between the top and the bottom mirrors
is ≤ 5 µm. Multiple experiments have been carried out in both
polymer materials and confirmed the good reproducibility of
the results. Taking into account the tolerance range obtained
from the numerical study, we can conclude that we can use
laser ablation for the structuring of the 45◦ facets into the two-
layer optical waveguide structure. Loss measurements will be
carried out in the near future in comparing the experimentally
obtained coupling efficiency and the theoretical value. If nec-
essary, microlenses can be ablated into the top cladding layer
to increase the coupling efficiency between the mirror and the
detector [15].

The tolerance for a mechanical misalignment of the detector
along the x-axis has been studied by shifting the detector with
respect to its ideal position. The alignment tolerance curves
for the top and the bottom mirrors are symmetrical around the
ideal position for both detector types, which is logical, since we
are moving along the metallized facet. The alignment tolerance
range for an excess loss ≤ 1 dB is [−30 µm, 30 µm] with
respect to the bottom and the top mirrors for the flat detector
for both studied materials. In case the MMF detector is used,
the tolerance ranges are [−20 µm, 20 µm] with respect to the
bottom and [−40 µm, 40 µm] with respect to the top mirror.

The detector can be placed with a standard flip-chip technol-
ogy onto the contacts with a precision of ±5 µm. In case the
contacts are defined photolithographically with respect to the
mirrors, the achievable overall precision is ±10 µm [16].

D. Interplane Turning Mirrors

The metallized 45◦ micromirrors can also be used in coupling
light between waveguides in the top and the bottom optical
layers. Two possible configurations, which are shown Fig. 10,
have been studied. In the first configuration, the light undergoes
a double 90◦ bend with conservation of the propagation direc-
tion; in the second one, there is also a change in the propagation
direction. As shown in Fig. 10, the reflection at the top mirror
occurs directly at the metallized facet without crossing through
the cladding-filled cavity.

The alignment tolerance curve for the first configuration for
a misalignment along the z-axis of the top mirror with respect
to the bottom mirror is symmetrical around the ideal position
z = 0. The outcoupled signal is captured by the detector, which
is placed at the output facet of the waveguides. The tolerance
range for an excess loss ≤ 1 dB is [−10 µm, 10 µm] for both
detector types and studied materials.

Fig. 11 shows the cross section of the experimental real-
ization of an interplane turning-mirror configuration, where
the light undergoes a double 90◦ bend with conservation of
the propagation direction. The core layers have a thickness of
50 µm, the thickness of the cladding layer between the two
core layers is 100 µm. As before, the alignment is assured with

Fig. 10. Interplane turning mirrors. (a) Double 90◦. (b) Double 90◦ bend with
change of direction.

Fig. 11. Cross section of an interplane turning-mirror configuration in True-
mode material where the light signal undergoes a double 90◦ bend with
conservation of the propagation direction.

the use of the Au alignment marks and the use of an extra
alignment pulse on the top layer at a predefined distance from
the alignment crosses. The achievable alignment accuracy is
≤ 5 µm, in accordance with the results obtained for the two-
layer waveguide and out-of-plane turning-mirror configuration.

The alignment tolerance curve for a misalignment in
z-direction of the top mirror in the double 90◦ bend, which is
shown in Fig. 10(b), where the light is coupled from one layer
to the other, and the propagation direction is changed, as shown
in Fig. 12. The maximum coupling efficiency is not achieved for
z = 0 but for z = −5 µm. This is again caused by the buildup
of the metallized micromirror. The alignment tolerances for an
excess loss ≤ 1 dB are [−30 µm, 20 µm] for the flat detector
and [−20 µm, 10 µm] for the MMF detector.

Fig. 13 shows the cross section of an experimental realization
of an interplane turning-mirror configuration, where the light
undergoes a double 90◦ bend with change of the propagation
direction. The alignment between the mirrors in the top and the
bottom layers is in this case not as straightforward as for the
other configuration. The 45◦ facet of the micromirror is ablated
with the tilted KrF excimer laser beam. During the ablation of
the mirrors, the alignment cross of the camera is placed on the
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Fig. 12. Alignment tolerance curve for an interplane coupling configuration
in Truemode with change of propagation direction.

Fig. 13. Cross section of an interplane turning-mirror configuration in
Ormocer material where the light signal undergoes a double 90◦ bend with
change of the propagation direction.

top layer at the edge of the steeper interface and not at the edge
of the 45◦, because this edge is much more clearly visible. The
sample has to be rotated over 180◦ to do the ablation of the top
mirror. The shift that is required in obtaining a good alignment
between both mirrors is determined by both the thickness of
the cladding layer on top of the core layer and the width of
the ablated cavity. Spincoating is used for the application of the
layers; the achievable accuracy on the layer thickness depends
on the spin speed that is used. For Ormocer, the cladding
material is spinned at a speed of 1200 r/min, which gives a
layer thickness of 50 µm ± 2 µm. Truemode has a much lower
viscosity and is consequently spinned at a lower speed; spinning
at a speed of 250 r/min gives a cladding layer with a thickness
of 50 µm ± 5 µm. The width of the ablated cavity depends on
the pulse energy of the laser and the number of pulses that are
used. The pulse energy of the excimer laser is monitored with
an energy meter prior to the ablation of the mirrors and can
be adapted to the desired value with the use of an attenuator.
Multiple experiments have been carried out, and these show us
that the achievable alignment accuracy is ≤ 10 µm. This is not
as accurate as for the other studied configurations but lies within
the tolerance range resulting from the simulations.

IV. CONCLUSION

A two-layer optical structure that contains multimode
waveguides and 45◦ micromirrors, the basic building blocks

of an optical interconnection, has been studied both numeri-
cally and experimentally. Laser ablation has been used for the
microstructuring of the waveguides and the mirrors into the
polymer optical layer. Both laser ablation and the studied
polymer materials, which are the Truemode Backplane polymer
and the Ormocer, are compatible with the standard PCB man-
ufacturing and soldering processes. The experimental results
show us that the achievable alignment accuracy in a two-layer
mirror and waveguide structure is ≤ 5 µm. The alignment
tolerances for the two-layer multimode waveguide and out-of-
plane and interplane turning-mirror configurations have been
analyzed numerically with a nonsequential ray-tracing pro-
gram. The alignment tolerances giving an excess loss ≤ 1 dB
on the overall coupling efficiency of the simulated systems have
been drawn from the obtained alignment tolerance curves. The
experimentally achievable alignment accuracy lies well within
the alignment tolerance ranges required for an excess loss
≤ 1 dB. Future work consists of coupling loss measurements
on the two-layer out-of-plane and interplane turning-mirror
configurations and the study of the influence of a misalignment
on the efficiency of the system. The influence of the scattering
losses caused by the surface roughness of the ablated areas will
also be taken into account in future simulations.
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